¥lans For New Bookstore
Will He Put Into Eff ect

The Colby College Bookstore -will be transferred to the Seaverns Lounge in Roberts Union and will
be ready for business in September. According to Vice-President Ralph Williams, approximately $15,is being spent to renovate and redecorate the Lounge with new, modern facilities for the bookstore. The
majority of the new furniture and fixtures will be movable, preventing permanent alteration of the
Lounge and insuring their use in; the proposed Spa-Bookstore-Post office which is still in the advanced
;
planning stage.
• The primary cause of the book- guests of the college and for Com- assistance of the Burman ' Corp.
store move is the overcrowded, in- mencement activities. It was diffi- which has planned many college
adequate condition of the Spa. In cult to justify the waste of so much bookstores in the east. In addition
,
addition to providing a more efft space in . view of the pressing need
Mr.
Williams
and
Mr.
Whalon
,
Sucierit and pleasant situation for the for a temporary larger location for
bookstore,- the transfer will 'alleviate the bookstore. The one important perintendent Of Buildings and
the uncomfortable and impractical objection was the distance of the Grounds , toured many Eastern colsituation in the Spa by opening up new site from the women's side of leges comparing facilities in terms
the whole area for Spa use. With a campus. However, efforts to in- of Colby 's needs.
larger student enrollment than ever crease co-ed use of Roberts Union
The new bookstore will have a
before, the present-size of the Spa is will be furthered by the transfer of
self-service
format with all goods oil
a co-ed institution of the . college
com pletely intolerable.
display on shelves and in showcases.
• The Roberts Union site was se-r into bhe men 's union. "
lected because it' has rarely been
In planning the move the admin- Mr. Trott will continue to carry
utilized except for entertaining istration has sought the professional about the same stock of merchandise although there will be an added
emphasis on paperbacks because of
the increased demand on campus.
Actual work on the Lounge will
not begin until June because o'f the
unusually large number of alumni
expected to attend the SesquicenUdall, 1963 Lovejoy Fellow Thomas M. Storke and the second tennial Commencement. The new
format for the Spa is as yet indefspeaker.
¦ Stewart Udall has been Secretary of the Interior since January inite. Expansion of the counter
space will be impractical technically
1961, the first Arizonian to hold the cabinet post.
because of engineering difficulties.
Upon gradu ation from the University of Arizona, the 43 year However, with, "the addition of more
old Udall entered law practice in Tucson in 1948. He was a can- booths, the present crowding probfamily long prominent in Arizona Scott, Lynn , Lon, Denis , and lem will be at least temporarily aland is a descendent of two pioneer James. Despite his demanding dut- leviated.
Arizona families. He is the great ies as Secretary of the Interior, Mr.
grandson of Jacob Hamblin — Udall devotes a considerable porknown in western history as the tion of his free time to his family
CAMPUS COMMENT ,
"Mormon Leather Stocking" — one and maintains an active interest in
of the early explorers and Indian sports. The Udall family itself takes
"Campus Comment " is a departpeacemakers who entered Arizona an . intense interest in' outdoor
in 1858. Secretary . Udall's father, sport's. While the , Secretary now has ment open to contribu tion from our
the late Levi Udall, was a State little time to devote to basketball,
readers . They may write on any subSupreme Court justice, and his he is an active tennis player.
:
uncle is County Superior Court
As Secretary of the Interior, j ect they choose , with the editor 's
judg e. Other Udalls have"* served as
retaining th e right to 1 select printajudges , county 'attibrheys , and two Stewart Udall has taken an active
role in pressing for vital natural re- ble manuscripts on the basis of litmayors of Phoenix.
Secretary Udall married Ermalee source conservation programs; and eracy and con tent. " Campus ComWebb of Mesa, Arizona in 1947 views the need for increased public
ment " does not necessarily reflect
while both of them were attending awareness of and support for rethe University of Arizona . The source conservation programs as a ECHO or campus majori ty opinion.
Udalls have six children — Tom, pressing issue of the 1960's.

Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall To
Sp eak At Sesquicenteiinial Celebra tion
Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior will deliver the major
addr ess of the climatic event of the Colby College Sesqu icentenni al,
celebration on May 1.6 at 8 p.m. at the Wadsworth Field House.
The convocation will last two days with another speaker (as yet unannounced ) scheduled for Friday May 17. The Friday program will
.also feature the presentation of honorary degrees to Secretary
didate for the House of Representatives for the Second Arizona
Congressional District in 1954 and
was elected. Reelected to the 85th,
86th and 87th Congress, Udall resigne d v tis seat in the House o'f
Representatives to assume the post
of Secretary of the Interior.
As a Congressman, Secretary
Udall served on the Education and
Labor Committee and the Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee. In
addition to his work on the Interior
Committee in the resource, conservar
tion: field , Secretary ' Udall took an
interest in education, minimum
wage legislation and District of Columbia home rule.
Stewart L. Udall
Secretary Udall comes from a

Post Mortem
• Stephanus Sehoemanus, elegantissimtts orator, sapieritissimus pu't ator , alacerrimus concep'tor, insignes
fratresque : in nomina ab auctoritateque Re Riscipulibis Colbianiae Col-

legii donare tibi hunc signum auctoritata et gracitatae mihi licet. In
hoc signo vincatis ! Ha'be atque val¦
ete !

Noviis Homo
This is a beginning and an end.
For here ends one Administration
and here begins another. We begin
with enthusiasm. May we end. with
satisfaction,
We can say, however, that Studont Government has had as much
of a role in sooioty as the government of States. For here wo aro
committed to the premise that looal
self-government is the basis ' of our
national system.
Student Government is small , yet
great. It is n, training ground .as
surely as an army base is a graining ground. It has a proving groxind
as surely as a missile cite, is a proving ground! But if Studont Governt
mon't of tho studonts , by tho studonts , and with the students , then
tlie futuro citizens of this nation
may find iJhornsolvos unable oither
to govern themselves or to lead
their motion. ' , ' > • '
Yet thefMgns-worn us to bowaro
the Crenel 'of Vdtjoliniag interest in
studont';; solf-govornmorit, Tho students aro becoming silent , unwilling to gbvorii ithemselves, unirwaro
of thoir responsibilities as ,. tlio futuro oitizons of thoir looal, stato,
and national communities. And in
the silonoo of tho studonts lioa tho
dagger ' to /tho nation that thoy no

longer wish to champion their own
causes and champion them in ori
ganized fashion.
Student Government must battle
with the problems of this looal situation. The motions we pass are
significant here though groat forces
they do not bend.
We are a nation in miniature. Tho
rules of this miniature demand as
much of . local leadership as do the
rules demand of national leadership.
Our battles may be of words and
le'ttors. Our • .causes may be of editorials and parking faoilitios. And if
our ideal , is self-government our
praotioes must rofleot that ideal.
The activity of the students is a
sign ' of the vitality of the college.
To/tho degree that the students
Bii&io. their viows in an organized
and responsible fashion. It is to that
dogroe that thoso viows will bo accepted.- For Studont Governmont lis
a ,fli^p ' that what is learned in the
book is .praotiood in tho open,
v
tfn our new capacities wo ,raust
1
roriiombor, that whil e our , rights 'a's
a St'fidonty Govornmont aro derived
from the ' collogo community, -our
rights As -a sqlf-governrnorit aro dorivod from tho nation 's ri ghts of
self-government. And , thus, we
must act' without fear , of,1 opposition
or 'dosiro to avoid disappointment
so long as wo aot responsibly.

April is tthe cruelest month .

Editorial:
John Wesley Miller
In the heat of the recent Stu-G elections there seemed to be an
agreement among most of the candidates that Stu-G had reached its
nadir under the Miller Administration. In fact , it became almost as
fashionable to criticize the Stu-G administration as it is to criticize
the other administration. It would seem that the fact that Su-G was
of ten' attacked is good ; at least the campus was aware that there was
a Stu-G. This was confirmed in the large turnout at the polls in the recent election.
Everyone seems to know what was wrong with the Miller Administration but, unfortunatel y, f ew know of its multifarious achievements. Too mny of its critics fail to look beyond the form to the content, e.g. criticism was usually of -how something was done rather
than criticism of the thing in itself. Miller's tight money policy not
only saved the student body moiiey.by not doling it out to any group
who wanted some (the latter policy, in the past , often left campus
groups in the position of having to spend money this year so they
could get more next year) , but enabled Stu-G to sponsor a number of
excellent cultural events such as the Montoya concert, Tong II Han's
recital and the Gallie lecture. The Miller administration surrounded
itself with many of the most capable people in school (Cynthia Smith,
Peggy Fuchs, John Hall, Bob Gula) and instituted^ a flexible committee system. Under this system student pressure was concentrated on
the Bookstore Issue; a lion's share of the credit for the new bookstore goes to Miller and the Academic Life committee for its untiring efforts to get a better bookstore. So too, freshman orientation was
overhauled and revitalized, and a student lecture/concert series of the
highest quality was begun.
Perhaps Miller's programs have not been as concrete as some might
wish — the mailbox in front of Lovejoy and the stickers are not the
type of controversial moves whispered about in the spa. The value of
his administration lies in the fact that is has broadened the campus
conception of what Stu-G is and what it can do. The tight money
policy, the flexible committee system, the increased use of the questionnaire and a general aggressive attitude toward campus affairs are
precedents which Mr. Schoeman would do well to continue.
As President Strider told the ECHO on Monday: "The outgoing
administration of Student Government has been lively and imaginative and I hope the incoming administration will pursue its intentions
with comparable vigor."
I

HI, NORM !
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Lette r to Edito r

As a preface to the comments
which follow concerning last week'b
editorials , let me state clearly that
both publications are doing fine
jobs , in my estimation. However, I
think the added challenge would
benefit both publications.
Rather than increase the Welfare
tax which supports some of the
smaller organizations on campus, I
would like to see a decrease in the
Activities Fee, brought about by
elimin atin g a f ew organization's
from the Stu-G payroll. Two which
come to mind immediately are the
"Echo" and the "Oracle", and 'there
are undoubtedly others. -In at least
some other well-known colleges,
similar publications are coveted and
usually well-paid. Since there is some
remuneration for our own publication staffs , wh y should they not be
more aware of the student by soliciting and justifying subscription
expense ?
If it is argued that such organizations would fold if forced to face
the cold world of private enterprise,
then perhaps we have yet another
example of how Colby is unprepared
for the "Toughening Up" mentioned
in the second editorial. With little
tre pidation of error , I might suggest
that few of us would have chosen
Colby, having also been admitted to
Harvard . Perhaps some of us owe
Colby considerable gratitude for admitting those whose academic promise is not 100 per cent certain.
The Trustees' decision to increase
enrollment in the Women 's Division
prior to . the Men's indicates that
the college as a whole is not yet
attracting first-rate 'students. As
our average College Board scores
continue to rise, and the academic
toughness rises proportionately let
us not bemoan the time of the welTplanned student, but hope .that this
free time can be attracted by the
independent , self-supporting organizations on campus which are sup?
posed to round out one's-- -college
education.
As a footnote to the floundering
freshman , and without any official
knowledge on the subject , may I
suggest the following : by putting
a freshman on continuation, the administration forces him to stay out
a year rather than a semester if he
does not "shape- up", thus benefitting the freshman ; furthermore, bein g dr eadfull y mat erialistic , we all
b ene fit by havin g th os e few extra
to pay tuition second semester.
$''s to pay tuition second semester.'
tlie light, and get 10 p oints to go

Editorial:

Pilgrims ' Pro gress

Undoubtedly the most important change in the new rules for the
women's side of campus in the past few years came about with the
extension of the weekday curfew for Sophomores and Juniors. While
the hour and a half to be used at'the individual's discretion is no big
deal in itself , it reflects the-changing pace of the twentieth century as
it has finally infiltrated the Colby Campus .This trend first became
apparent m the changing of the attitude toward intoxicating beverages and then in the grant of permission for open houses to the independent men's dorms. The extension of women's hours is the logical
outgrowth of this trend toward making Colby a more suitable place
for mature people to live.
What is often overlooked when such a rule is changed is that Colby
is not at all-unique in modernizing its social rules. Many co-educational colleges have similar hours while others are even less restrictive.
Most women of nineteen and twenty across the .country have had the
freedom to use their time at their discretion since women got the
right to vote in the twenties.
1

Runnels Union is open on a
| co - ed basis betwee n 10:30 - 12
| midnight on week ntg nts if per-

mission is obt ained from Mrs.
Hamilton who will open the door
after 10:30.

with his 2 from first semester ?
is, however, a definite need for this
Sincerely,
legislation. Those of the Colby comA. Lawrence Barr munity who heard Mr. Rashid Khan
tell of his experiences and those of
his friends in their attempts to atLETTER TO EDITOR
t ain housin g in Maine, and those of
Dear Sirj
I write in regards to your editor- us who went to Augusta and Portial about how little work need be land for the hearings on the rental
done for the successful completion housing ' discrimination in Maine,
of the Colby degree requirements. are very well aware of this fact. NeWhat you say may be true for the groes have been refused decent housPhi Betes , but it certainly is not ing innumerable times. The refusals
true for the average student. To have ranged from , "I' m sorry, I
be sure, there are a very few guts just rented the place ," to "We
here, but th eir numb er is rapidly don't rent to niggers I" but the efdiminishing year by year. In any fect is the same.- Negro ghettoes are
event there are far less guts in beginning to appear in Maine cities.
proportion to the number of courses^ As in other places, the only housing
than . at a large university, fur- Available to Negroes is often inthermore, no true student should ferior and , at higher rates than that
need the goad of assignments to whidh is available to whites. These
( make him read more widely*, and conditions in other Northern cities
deeply. To sum up, what .I wish to have time and again forced Negroes
say is that your editorial is patently to iive in slum areas which breed all
the undesirable traits of city life.
untruthful.
The
rental housing bill will not , of
Stephen W. Smith, '63
course , solve the racial discrimination problems in Maine, but it is
LETTER TO EDITO R
an important step in the right dirThe Judiciary Committee o'f the ection.
Maine Legislature voted (7-3) that
This issue will be giv en increas ed
the bill prohibiting racial discriminpublic
attention in the next few
ation in housing ought not to pass.
Tho committee gave as its chief months. The chance's of success in
reason for the unfavorable report, the passage of the bill depend ft
a lack of need for such a bill. There
Continued on Page Seven
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"Git Ready, Galsl lf s
Sadie MmiMnsDay *1

So you're all cornirig to Dogpatch .— well, you've picked the right
time of year. April 19 is the biggest day we have 'round here, 'specially
for all you unmarried folks. Reason it's so big is on account of becuz
it *s Sadie Hawkins Day.
In case some-of you don't know about Sadie Hawkins and her
party, here's the scoop. The event vas begun by one Hekyebiah Haw-

uiel) ep artmerits of Psycology
and Sociology

a sociological perspective and the either personally or intellectuaBy-or
P SYCHOLOGY
Unfortunately, the psychology de- maj ors are encouraged to delve into both- been benefited by the lack of
partment has been endowed with a as many of these courses in other formality and the relaxed and ur*x
cloudy reputation . Much of this re- depts. as .they wish and may have harried personal nature of the desults not from the department but the time to do so.
partment.
Such . characteristics
from the nature of the subject be- Sociology is a way of thinking. To facilitate a great deal of the two-WK^
kij is. (He was the first Mayor of You are the ones what always,have ing taught. To the naive and unin- summarize Mr. Birge the most dif- cornhnication which is so satisfying
Dogpatch.) His .dau ghter, Sadie, to "foot the hills" but not-this time. formed individual, psychology is ficult task for the faculty is the to those involved
was 'hout the homliest gal around . The women who you was trapped surrounded with an aura o'f mysti- elimination of preconceived ideas or
Another desirable attribute found
So he figured the only -way he could by's gotta handle the money depart- cism and charlatan endeavor. From "prejudices ", clearing the way for in the Sociology Dept. is the diverget rid of her would he by giving ment all day from sunrise to sun- this comes the idea that the aca- a new and different perspective . sity f ound am oun g the thr ee profesr
,a party, so he throwed the biggest set. She must meet all fiscal obliga- demic p'sychology department is at This is also the mOst difficult task sots. Each man has his own course
ball Dogpatch ever seed. At the tions. You. men just tell her what the bottom of the school hierarchy. for the student majoring in this perspective
and his individual
ball was held a footrace where the you want and she can't say nothin ! The only answer to be given is that field. This is perhaps why it is ex- teaching techniques. Thus, the stouanmarried men were chased by the Chan ce like this doesn 't come too once these uninformed learn the tremely dangerous to characterize dent does not develop a slanted
unmarried women . Whatever man often.
true context of psychology, then the major as either very difficult or emphasis on the theoretical or the
was caught by one of these women
Of course the most important they can pass judgment on the de- relatively undemanding. Some stu- empirical areas of sociological inby law he had to marry her, and e-vent of the day -will he the all partment.
'
dents have little real problem with quiry ; he is confronted with eacn
couldn't say nothing. This was such college Sadie Hawkins spaghetti , This is not to say that the de- the major; others find "a great approach , he works with both , and
a popular event that it's been goin' dinner and dance. This is goin' to partment couldn 't stand improve- many thorns in the rose-bed," so the decision as to which approach
on here ever since. Every year reg- be held at Uunnals Union of Dog- m ent . Perhaps its greatest fault is to speak.
is most rewarding is left to him.
ular.
patch ; the supper will be from 6 til the fact that its introductory course
Making decisions and forming
This very Tjro ad and very theoretReckon this is a purty day for 7 :30, and the 'square dance com- is very misleading. Relative to the ical philosophy underlying sociology one's own .opinion is another emphar '
all the women folks o'f these ' 'here mences at 8. And thus whole stupen- other courses in the department, the
at Colby, creates a great many prob- sis found within the dept. The stur
parts — but don't you men think dous evening for the mere price of introductory course is too easy and
lems for the department and its stu- dent is not spoonfed the material
its not one fer you too — cuz it is!
Continued on Page Seven
consequently the grades- given are dents. While trying to achieve a to be digested and then regurgitatunusually high. Thus the * individ- comprehensive arid unified system ed. The ' emphasis is . on independent
ual who has come to college and of' thought , with respect to human thinking and the , student is often
would like to get through with the society, they must work within Col- allowed to go i n any direction
minimum of • effort is greatly mis- by 's schedule pattern. This mean's that he wishes. (It must be noted
led into thinking psychology is the that lines must he drawn where here that there are ;those who will
major for him. On the' other h and, ideally, they should not he drawn. say that the lack of "spoonfeeding"
many of the introductory courses For example, the course in social exists only because there are little
THE THREE-PENNY OPERA by Bertold Brecht , with music by
in the other departments are ac- change should be integrated with or no concrete facts to impress upon
Kurt Weill , will be presented at the Waterville Opera House on tually the most difficult in
that de- the course in comparative social the students!)
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, May 2, 3, and 4, at eight o'clock. partment.
Reading assignments wrchm the
systems. Crime and delinquency,'
Of the objections passed toward minority group analysis, urban soci- maj or are demanding, heavy and
All tickets will be reserved at two dollars each and will be on sale in
the Spa for subscribers starting April 16th , and for the general public are a* number which have a legiti- ology-all are but pieces of the whole. unfortunately, often laborious.. Somate basis. The most striking is Drawn to its id eal conclusion , the ciological writings m any times leave
starting April 19th. Tickets are also available at Al Corey's Music the limited number of courses
of- major should be one continuous much to be desired , as the works
CJenter.
fered in the department. Such three-year seminar which incorpo- can be very repetitious and seem
Reflecting pre-World War II Gercourses as individual psychology, rates aK these now separate areas only to incessantly repeal? the obvimany, this play combines sharp
human engineering, clinical psychol- into one whole. Obviously this is an ont. But because much of the readsocial comment with , human compasogy et. al. given , in other sch ools impossibility for a great many rea- ing is stimulating and a definite •
sion , the result being a colorful and
would be eagerly received here.
reading ability is necessary. Cociolosons , and tie problem stands.
moving production.
More adequate facilities in such
Criticism n ow could fall on the gy often "steals" prospective maPowder and Wig is again forareas as 'experimental' psychology failure of the members of the depart- jors away from the English Dept.
tunate to have Molly Giddings in
would add to the, department since ment to be consistently aware of the
The Independent Study Plan of
one of . the lead roles. Her performthe present experimental laboratory student's problem as he tries to the Dept. is one of the finest and
ance as Adelaide in last spring's
is overcrowded and undersupplied. integrate his courses . It sometimes most independent offered at the
"Guys and Dolls" brought down
The department might again suc- seems, (and we have our tongues in Oollege. The student is allowed to
the house. Molly sang, danced and
ceed in improving its position by our cheeks at this point) that the follow any line , of inquiry which inwas responsible for the choreogmaking the introductory course right hand doesn't know exactly terests him , as lon g as it can be
raphy for all the girl's numbers.
stiff er, as suggested earlier . This what the left hand doeth. But the related , even vaguely, to sociological
She contributed greatly to the sucwould discour age those who f eel that fin al criticism must fall on the stu- .t hinking. In most cases , the student
cess of the whole play.
since the introductory course is a dent who if he is having difficulty, i s allowed t o d ecid e what kin d of
,
When I asked Molly how she
gut , the rest of the upper class n eed on ly communicate the pr oblem r eport he will give at the end of
would compare the two plays, she
courses are also guts and thus make to the powers that be. This leads January — in terms of how long,
Suss pl ays Suss
pau sed and replied , "You can't
vegetables look for different aca- very ni cely into one of the aspects written or oral, etc. While these
really compare them, for they're
d emic garden's and perhaps attract of Colby's Sociology ' department statements seem to leave the Dept.
"How do you feel about Daniel more highly motivated students to
totally different. 'Three-Penny' offwhich is unanim ously applauded by open to' criticism in terms Of the
ers more of a challenge to me than Pollock's coming from Broadway to psychology at Colby. These modifi"do-nothing" students, this is usuits majors .
'Guys and Dolls.' The music isn't play Mack the Knife P" (Mr. Pol- cationa would not only serve to
ally not the case. Being ¦. left comFortunate indeed are those stucontemporary and is more difficult , look has been in Orson Welles' mov- make the department stronger, it
pletely on their own, the majors
dents
who, in tho course of their
yet more exciting than last year'a. ies and has toured the country with would also eliminate many of the
college careers, have an informal, determine their own standards and
I think," she went on , "that there troupes of Broadway shows.) • '
misconceptions associated with it.
often accomplish a great deal more
and personal relationship with faculis a little less emphasis on the
Molly grinned. "I' m scared t o Those people thinking of majoring ty members. Indeod , this is one of than . those within the "planned"
muBic this year, though , and ' more death !" Then she added
, "He will in the department should realize th e basic values of the small , liberal Independent Plans.
on the acting. The emotions, act- certainly give tfs an incentive
While the Sooiology Dept. can be
to live that biology and math are necessary arts colleges. In sooiologioal terms,
ions, and so forth are more de- up to the high standards
these
requirements.
If
Sp
disposed
,
lauded
for the independent thinkthat he'll
this is oalled "availability df the
manding for the actor in 'Three- be bringing to the play.
ps
y
cholo
g
y
individuals
should
ask
ing,
creativity
and the personal
It will be
elite" arid our elite is vory much
Penn y' than they were in 'Guy's and a real boost to ' the oast,
majors
for
their
opinions
about
the
studerit-Jfaeulty
relations
, some criBut I'm
available to those who so desire.
Dolls '. I miss the dancing, as there still soared !"
department and try to avoid the
ticism,
must
be
made.
As
mentioned ,
Because thus is one of tho most reisn 't any in 'Three-Penny' — just
criticisms Of those who have only
the
major
problem
is courso
b
e
fore
,
Molly was reluctant to say more taken introductory psych, yet still warding parts of being a major ; its
one tango — but in so many ways
scheduling
concomitant
with
tho
importance cannot be underestimatthis play offers mo too nrnoh of a- about herself in the play. She made know all about the department via
professors
in
the
Dept.
shortage
of
ed in an evaluation. We would venchallenge to think of that for long". it clear that she is giving her ut- their intimate contact with science
ture to say that there is not one (a basic need found in almost all
"What are some of the wayB in. most to her rolo as Polly Peachum. fiction magazines.
Continued on. Page Six . *
student who has not in some waywhioh Three-Penny offers such a. "One difference between GTJYS
AND TiOXilS nnd THREE-PENNY
challenge?" I asked.
SOCIOLOGY
"Woll , for one th'ing, GUYS AND OPERA ," she told me, '"iB that last
Tho brief context of this artiole is
DOLLS had a. happily-ever after year so many of the parts were sort no^ the end result o'f one man's
^
Box 1014 , Colhy Collogo, Waterville,' Maine
ending. It was, in general, a oarer of character roles played by non- thinking, It is derived from a conOffico ; Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext . 240
free play, But The Three-Penny Opr members of Powdor an'd Wig. This sensus and this must he made clear
free play. But THE TEEREE-PEN- year I am working with many stu- at the very beginning. Wo would bo
Fownded 1877. Published weekly incept during ?acatlons and examination periods by the
NY OPERA has a forceful plot, dents who havo fcnuoh experience in mosly unhappy for tho reader to student* 0/ Colby College ; printed by the Eagle ' Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Malnei
many subtleties , and a moral to the this line , and it mak es, as I said chalk up the unusually enthusiastic Charter members of the New England Intercollegiate: Newspaper Association, Represented . bj
, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.50; Faculty free; all others
story. Of course we want tho au- before,' a groat challenge for me. " tono of the artiole as tho work of National Advertising Service , cents per ' copy.
Newsstands price: fifteen
,
.
JJ.JO.
, ., ,. ,
;
;
"How do you -.feel about your .codionco this yew, aB last, to say,
En tered "as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine. Acceptance for
ono small, abnormally euphorlo be'
'Oh , the music was sonsational and workers , Molly P" , I asked her.
ing. At the rooont tea for fresh- mailing it special rate of postage provided for In section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917,
overy member of the oast did a fine
'Woll , of. courBo Dr. Busa is j ust m en interested in a sociology major , authorised December M,, 1918.
those of the COLBY ECHO.
job.' but ' .we hope , too;'; that thoy the most wonderful man. I watch tho seniors sat patiently gnashing . , All' opinions in tWi newspaper not otherwise Jdentifed are
Mention the ECHO vhen you buy.
^
.
will loa-vo the theater asking, 'Does overy ibh ing he dpos in awe. He oau thoir tooth, while tho head of their
^
monoy really rule tho world P' The play , every rolo in the jplayl It's an department gaily ignored its most
CO-EDITORS — JAN VtfOOD, '65 - PAUL STRONG, 64
.
' BUSINESS MANAGER — RICHARD GELTMAN
audionoe will definitely have, to di g incomparable oxporienoo to work un- rewarding and valuable aspeots,
deop or .tbfej year .tt ask themselves der his dirootioa." Then she¦ added The Seniors' comment's at the ond Editorial Board -~ Morgan McGlnley '64, Barbara Gordon '64, Heather MacDonald '64,
,
'"
;
questions and > we hope, be enlightf onthuBfasticdliy, "And be sure to df the tea form tho bulk" of this Jean Martin, '64, and John O'Connor '65 ,
~~ ' ' °
;
SECTION
iiBADS
,.
'
[
/
onod by tho ' atory." '
say what a thrill it is to work with ovaluotion,
'/'Asst , Business Manager • Bill Nell
{
Wood
'65
Jan
Neva
Editor
"Will it ho worth .fy for thorn P" Dayo Ponhalo irad Cindy Oarroll as
Tho purpose of a sociology major
Sports Editor — .Mor gan McGlnley '64
Assistant -- Carol Johnson '65
¦
¦
'
I aaked -lier.
> . , ' . , ' Mr. tind . Mrs, Poaohum, They 're oan bo stated vory simply, j the aim
Assistant —' Pete Fellows '6J
John O'Connor '65
Advertising Manager —¦ Arthur, Mown '64
Copy Editors — Barbara Kreps '64
"Oh , yes I" She affirmed imm<> groat !Cindy is going to steal,the is for an understanding of the world
Financial Manager - Edward Baker '64 ,
'64
Heather
diatoly. '• ¦' Vlho aufUonoe ' -jviiU' bo on- show with hor timing, and overy in which wo livo, in all' jits aspootfi ,, ; ,
¦ W.cDonald
„ _ .
Circulation and Subscription Manaaer
...
„ .
Exchange Editor - Dan Twister '63
torfcained , n,B , W.oll as given some- timo I)nvo singSj I molt; ,The whole History, government, economics,
.Barclay, Below '66
' Photography — Wesley Barbour *eT6
thing to think about. It should bo oast is groat to, work; with, arid psychology, »rtj literature, philosCartoonists •— Pam Pierson '65
Nick Locsln '65
a rewarding oxporlenco for thorn, V wo 'ro having a wonderful time !"
Makeup Editor - Can Cousins '65
ophy —- all fall within tho range of I
|
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Library Associates
Featured WLarriner

On Thursday evening April 11, Prof. Emeritus Ernest Marriner

lectured to a library associates meeting on the importance of the Golbiana Collection : he cited Miss Libby and Mrs. Noyes as authorities
on the collection, the preservation of writings and records about Colby. At present , the collection is housed in a corner of the fifth floor
stacks.

Anabasis Is
New And Different
Colby Feature

The Colby literary magazine (Anabasis), sponsored by the ECHO is
now on sale at the bookstore for
fifty cents per copy. This is the
first appearance in recent years, cf j
a school-supported, student-written
and published literary magazine.
(Anabasis) is not only new for Colby, but also very different. In a
departure from standard college literary magazine formats (Anabasis)
contains two folios of photographs,
a reproduction of the color slide on
the cover, as well as two short stories and a number of poems.
Being young, (Anabasis) is small,
and unless it receives the support
o'f the student body it will die out
as have previous attempts to start
a representative literary magazine
on the campus, and again Colby will
be the only good small school in the
country without such a publication.
Preview opinions o'f the magazine
have been diverse but without excep ti on , violent. Already the magazine has raised a great amount of
Continued on Page Seven

The Colbiana Collection includes
ed, to tlie present. These records,
even before the charter was grantthe Board of Trustees from 1810,
the official fundamental records of
fortunately complete, are preserved
Johnson Day will ba delved into
in the treasurer's vault to ensure with great vigor at 7 :30 a.m. on
their permanent safekeeping.
May 1, when the Johnson Day band
The faculty records from 1824 on ana chorus , led by the Colby Coland the Presidents' reports , with lege cheerleaders , shall rouse all
occa sional int err uptions due to the Colby students out of oblivion and
fact , among other things, that Presi- into the Quad for a sumptuous
dent Johnson never believed in re- breakfast (coed dining) . Breakfast
ports , are also in the collection.
will be accompanied by dancing and
The treasurer's and financial re- music , and following these festiviports including records of tho col- ties the chain gangs , led by favorlege lands are f airly complete.
ite faculty members , will completely
Hundreds of committee report's clean up the Colby Campus. The
aTe included, among them , the morning of toi l will provide excelpamp hlet written, printed and dis- lent opportunities for fun , fellowtributed by the Colby women when ship, and fatigue. The Johnson Day
the Board of Trustees wanted to dinner will take the form of a May
eliminate the Colby co-eds.
Day banquet , to be served on the
OFF CAMPUS WEEKENDS
Regular publications, including Roberts Union Terrace . Students
President Strider has recently apthe annual catalogue since 1924, the will be omitted for the day as every proved the fol lowing : Off-campus
general catalogue of alumni, up to single member of the faculty, ad- overnight coeducational house par1920, and the Triennial catalogue ministration , and staff turns out ties may be held by organi zed social
since 1820, are in the collection.
to assist in the Herculean endeavor. groups on Spring Weekend if the
In addition to these basics, the
Although the observance of John- "Official Social Form " is submitted
Colbiana Collection has record s of son Day has been a tradition at to the Dean of Women at least one
the student publications, the Echo, Colby for . many years , inclement week prior to the event , and if the
humor magazine in publication only weather co nditions have preve nted submitted form is approved by- the
a f ew years , the alumni publica- the holding of a successful Johnson Dean of Women , the Dean of Men,
tions, and programs of events.
Day for three years. Plans for this and the chairman of the Student
The Colbiana Collection relates year 's Johnson Day are in the hands Government Committee.
the history and development of the of Cap and Gown and Blue Key,
It should be clearly understood
college. There are copies of pro- Mr. George Whalon , and Miss Hel- that approval of this policy is based
gra m's called False Orders which be- en Nichols. All undergraduates were on the evidence that behavior at
gan ih 1840 in the printi ng of burl- urged to make their plans for John- past events of this kind has been
esque programs of serious event's son Day well in advance. Work as- exemplar y. We trust that this will
an d also copies of the Warcry which signments wi ll be released shortly.
continue to be true.
was eventually responsible for the
expuls'ion of the Sophomore class
arid tho college strike Of 1903. The
publication was issued yearly by
tlie Soph'omore class ; originally was
a takeoff on the Freshmen who
"spread into scurulous takeoffs on
the faculty". Specially printed (Editor 's note : This is a reprint of an editorial by Gary Miles (5/5/
papers , records of societies , and of '61 ) which we are running again to show that progress is being made,
the fraternjfcies are well represented. slow as it may seem to some. Although many of the issues raised in
Of special interest are collections
this editorial of two years ago have been resolved , the questions asked
of the writings o'f the College's
presidents , prominent alumni (such in the last two paragraphs are still pertinent.)
Another example is the social
as William Mathews and Holiman Having realized that many of the
Day) and items such as the note- changes necessary to improve the form. Social forms must be filed on
social and intellectual life , of the the Monday preceding a party or
books of George Otis Smith.
The Colbiana Collection is far campus will also lessen the col- open house. In practice that means
l ege 's ability to control it's students' that they must be filed five days in
fi'om complete. ' Perhaps tbe most
moral
standards , Colby has chosen advance , and that they effectively
important item still missing is the
to retain its students.
kill the v possibility of spontaneous
original charter of the college. But
Perhaps the most obvious ef- co-ed parties. Furthermore, social
the Coll ection is constantly expandin the social form's and chaperons are required
ing through careful and systematic fects of this ' choice' are
¦
investigations as well as chance en- life of the , campus. For example, not only for parties and open houses, but also for any gathering o'f
counloiw. One interesting lead on there are few, if any, opportunities
men
and women in the dormitories.
somo important material , led .'to a for men arid women to be together
Last
year one fraternity had to get
trial, a conviction , and the Im- in privacy; Of course, we could
chaperons
and file a soolal form
pounding of the material by the have moro open houses, more places
just
so
that
on a Sunday afternoon
'
court. Dean Marriner was able to on campus open to students , despite
it
could
invito
women to an informtrade four railroad covers to a "inadequ ate" supervision. However,
al
discission
with
a visiting professstamp collector for some old papers the students would, it is argued,
or.
which included tho original deed to abuse such opportunities.
, The social regulations o'f the colthe land on which tho old campus
Spurred on by tho obvious fact
lege
also into'fere with the student's
was built. Another important col- that students will do in public what
academic
life . One of the reasons
lection from an alumnus, Dr. Libby, strict rules make it impossible for
which
has
been given 'for closing
is now being gathered.
them to do in privato^ the adminiuthe stacks in the library building
trafcionj in conjunction with Stu-G,
is that men and women would take
Did you know that tho ago for
has taken stops to provide a sorb
aclVaritago of thorn for other purmarri age (with oons ont) in Maino of mass neolcing room which is to
poses than studying. Ab a result,
bo off limits to faoulty and adminis\ for men is 1G, women 10; blood
thoro are very f ow places on the
tration. This "Ms all . very ' nioo, but
| test roquirod ; 5 day wait for
campus
suitable for concentrated
! lloonse; no wait after lloonso ; aside from the question of exactly
studying.
; lloonso ffoo , $2.00?
how many people will actually use
this place, it still doesn't solve the Women are required to return to
problem that mon and women bavo thoir dorms by 10:30 on week
practically no place on oainpus nights. There they aro safe , but in
whoro they can moot privately, oven suoh orowdo'd conditions studying is
if just to talk ! Tlio collogo base's all but impris'siblo. Again, some
its policy on the "assumption that studonts would Jtake advantage o'f
¦
Continued on Page Six
social lifo equals sexual life.
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Strider, Iw^iner
To Speak At
AT0 Conckv^

taken up by discussions pertaining
to the fraternity. There will be &
banquet in the evening at which
brothers of twenty-five and fifty
year standing will be honored. The
featured speaker of the evening will
be Dean Emest C. Marriner, college
historian. Brother Marriner will end
For the first timA »V 0*e*. tbiity the festivities with some interesting
years Province IV d§ %& Ajpha, Ia.u anecdotes of the history of Gamma
Omega fraternity -^(1 j\ o\<d a con- Alpha. _ ¦ ¦
.
'
clave this Saturday K?*^ 20fcli, at
the Gamma Alpha ^/JM^ iV on the
Mayflower Hill CaJ>yV* tyi% CMby
Chapter will be ho^y ^ t$& representatives of the Af )\ vA^f&ra from
the University of $^V and ^be
University of New %i*yVWe. Ov er
a . hundred member/ ! j>ty> Effected to
attend tho confere^, i
\ addition
to the . active menA/^ MiWaai "Will
also be present.
gutterThe main purpol\ <^f Aie
<*f the
proing is to bring 'meK^V^
vince closer togetty/ V$ to seek
closer correlation vWVb the national and local le\f a 0$ the fraternity. During thA ty%%Ve ffr is
hoped that a bett<^ iJtyV&tanding
will be attained betyV\ ^IWirf l and
<V i\0 fraternthe active membe:^
ity. Another signif^V* ^ofie to be
discussed will be lLv , ^le of the
^
fraternity in reiati^^^ y > the College.

mmmmum$&

Yr i\> "¦
AW/>I \ ^ * .

Following registJy^b ^ete "**"
be a discussion on ^AAg» One of
the highlights of %0 <W will ba a
speech by Preside^ f a ?if ot about
' 'The Placo of the %V%A»ty on the
Oollege Campus. " ^0 Allege community and-tho gyVM jrtiblio .are
invited to att!eti<\ h& function
which will be held >kf f of Q J of Auditorium at 1:30 J\f )V ^ Saturday.
'
The rest of the. .\
f aw & tfM be
'
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ROTC Announces
New Method Of Rotation

Committee
Submits Report

Omega on April 11 featured a young
Capt. James Ellis - Personnel Off.
couple, recently arrived from Cuba,
Capt. Edward Buyniski, Jr. who spoke of the conditions in Cuba
Squadron I Commander
under Castro. It w a s a v ery interCapt. Todd Sherman - Squad, n
estin g and inf ormative meetin g and
Comm ander
was especially valuable for its firstCapt . Robert Woodward - Squad- , The Book of the Year Committee
has several functions. One is to gahand information and the accounts
ron HI Commander
ther nominations from faculty and
of the personal experiences of this
First
Lieutenant
John
E.
Friberg
This semester, the Colby Professtudents
for a possible B-O-T-Y. A
young couple.
Squadron
I
Eitec.
sor of Air Science is trying a somesecond
is
to run a student election
First
Lieutenant
Michael
Knox
what daring experiment with his
t
o
ge
t
a
PREFERENTIAL VOTE
Squadron
II
Exec.
cadet group. For the first time in
SIGMA KAPPA
from
those
students willing to exerFirst
Lieutenant
John
Kreideweis
A L P H A DELTA PI
the history of the corps , the senior
A new program of discussions to
cise
their
opinion.
Part of the reafollow Wednesday night meetings The Alpha Delta Pi's began the cadets have been relieved of their - Squadron HI Exec.
son
for
this
election
is to remind
has heen instituted by the Sigma second semester with the initiation duties during the fourth and final
Second Lieutenant Edward Malstudents
that
there
is
an unexpectKappas. Topics include everything of their new pledges and an initia- rotation , and the junior cadets have ley, III - Flight A Commander
edly
wonderful
custom
around—the
from activities at Colhy to more na- tion banquet at which the new been put in charge of the operation
Second Lieutenant Bernard Stup- Book of the Year. Thirdly, the Comtional subjects. During the cam- pledges were given awards. During of the corps.
ski , Jr. - Flight B Commander
mittee selects The Book o'f the Year,
paign for Student Government of- this time, also, we held our annual . This change in. AFROTC policy
Second
Lieutenant
Jon
Brassem
guided
(but never commanded ) by
fices this discussion centered around scholarship banquet.
has been prompted by increasing
the
students'
PREFERENTIAL
Flight
C
Commander
the role of Stu G. on campus. Scholpressure due to expansion in the
25"th the group sponOn
March
VOTE.
Fourth
we
call to students'
Second
Lieutenant
Frank
Wright
,
arship is to he a> recurring topic.
number of juniors who have been
sored an extremely interesting and
and
faculty
attention
what the
Flight
D
Commander
Sigmas visited the Sunset Home
accepted into advanced ROTO. Since
well-attended discussion of art films
B-O-T-Y
is,
and
try
to
secure
some
Second
Lieutenant
Robert
Drews
for elderly . women in Waterville.
ib is the detachment' s purpose to
led by Mr. Meader. The ADPi's are
lecturer
on
a
theme
suggested
b
y
the
Flight
E
Commander
This is their local philanthropy. The
give all its student officers at least
sponsoring a group to help at PineBook
of
the
Year.
,
girls sang songs served refresha brief chance to experience all the
Second Lieutenant Paul Palmer,
land , the hospital for the mentally
Another responsibility of this
ments , and generally tried to hring
available student managerial and Jr. - Flight F Commander
retarded and would appreciate it if
Committee is to advise the Prean enjoyable evening to the ladies.
executive functions , th e schedule
those interested in such a program
Freshman Committee. Many prePat Newman, national traveling
had to be revised to include more
would contact a member and make
frosh students read the books sesecretary Of Sigma Kappa, visited
rotations than had previously been
their interest known.
lected for discussion during Freshthe chapter last weekend. It gave
n«cessary, and now the length Of
man Week. The pre-freshman year
the girls a chance to learn about
On April 9th, we held * bake time necessary to accomplish this
¦
committee chooses the reading
opinions arid activities- of Sigmas sale in Robert's Union to raise indn- mission has had- to be extended ,
which members of the youngest
across the nation and discuss prob- ey to finance our philanthropic pro- even into the junior year.
class are asked to do. Our Book of
lems especially important to Alpha j ects and scholarship fund and plan
This change is a desirable one as
the Year Committee helps suggest
chapter . The girls met with Pat in to follow it up with a car wash on well as a necessary one. For the
'
the
books to be read , and may prosmall groups and as a sorority Sun- April 27th.
first time in Colby's history, ROTC
vide
some of the cadre for the facday evening for a "Jelly Bean Parcadet officers will he going to Summaking
we
are
For
future
plans
ulty
panel which discusses the
ty '' . They initiated their visitor into
mer Training camps this summer,
The Twenty-eighth annual Julius
the
to
May
baskets
to
be
given
works
before the Freshman on some
Colby life with a trip to Park' s for
with some experience {of actual comand Rachel Levine Contest in ex- September Sunday afternoon.
as
a
followup
children
at
Pineland
,
breakfast 6:30 Monday morning.
mander and supervisory work. Until
to our Christmas project , sponsorThe committee would be ^delighted
this year, command and execution temporaneous Speaking will be held
ing a discussion to be led by Dr.
on
April
29.
Sponsored
to
receive book suggestions from
by Lewis L.
oi cadet responsibilities has been a
DELT A DELTA DELTA
Reuman on April. 22nd , and planany
faculty people, or members of
The tri-Delts, dressed in togas, ning a Spring outing to be
^ held on senior function , while the juniors Levine, a Colby alumijus and Wathe
student body. Please direct
merely assisted and watched. But terville attorn ey, the prizes for the
celebrated Poseidon's birthday last the weekend of May 5th.
memos
to any committee member.
now , the junior officers' perform- speaking contest are
month with casseroles and a large
given in memProfs.
Bridgman, Carpenter,
ance at summer camp should be enbirthday cake. The jun iors gave a
ory of his ; parents. Prizes are $50,
Garab
, lorio, Suss
hanced by this considerably broader
skit , illustrating the . biography of
$35
and
fL5.
,
experience.
the "God of Honor ."
—
i
.
The school for retarded children
Cadets who have been most proThe general topic for the contest
in Waterville has been having trifoundly affected by this change of is: "Is Congress modern enough to
In 1956 Maine was the nations
Deltas in small groups to take the
policy are those who have received
deal
with
the
world
of
the
60'sP"
leading potato growin g st ate,
children skating or for a walk about
appointments to executive posts
Additional
material
to
that
in
the
produci
ng 40, 600 cwt. ahead of
once a week.
which they normally would not have
Now the sorority is humming with
reached until next year. To those library on the subject can be found seco nd place Idaho and a woncommittees preparing for ' Sadie
involved it means an immediate at the Reserve Desk on the English
derful 40 , 374 cwt. ahead of last
Hawkins ; Daisy Mae has been seFresh from a ,long run in New jump in rank from 2nd lieutenant 131d2 shelf.
lected and will catch 'Lil Abner on
place Oklaho ma. On the other
York . City, Bertold Brecht's THE to as high as major, greatly inschedule.
Tryouts
for
the
Levine
Contest
and
a
new
creased
responsibility,
THREE-PENNY OPERA comes to
hand , Maine produced no cotton .
Colby on May 2, 3, and 4. Rehears- situation in which it is possible to will take place on Monday and Oklaho ma
w as twelfth
CHI OMEGA
als for this provocative musical demonstrate and expand their lead- Tuesday, April 22 and 23 in Mr.
The officers of Beta Chapter of
drama are well under way ; the tal- ership capacities. We in the corps Witham 's office.
Chi Omega for the year 1963-64 are
ented cast , which includes Molly thank the PAS, Major Starker for
President, Jane Lewis ; Vice-PresiGiddings (well-remembered for '; her his confidence in our abilities in atdent , Sally Saabye ; secretary, Linoutstanding performance in last t emptin g thi s ex perim ent whic h
da J ohnson ; Tr easur er , Anne Godyear's GUYS AND DOLLS), Dave shall surely succeed under Cadet
ley ; Pledge Trainer , Roberta GilMajor Donald Short, the 'new group
son ; Personnel Chairman , Barbara Penhale and Jim Simpson , has al- commander. The new junior posiMcPaul.-After the elections the new ready caught the sharp flavor of tions are as follows :
officers were honored at a dinner this sco rt chin g so ci al c omment ary \ Major Donald Short - Group Comgiven by tlie old o fficers. The new on prerWW n Germany. John Sil- mander
officers recently spent a weekend
Capt. Norman Anderson — Sp.
ver and crew have conceived a bold
in Boston where they discussed topExecutive
Officer
ics of interest to all college students setting for this exciting sho-w. The
.Gerald Zoehler - AdminisCapt.
with th e officers of all the Chi dates are May 2, 3, and 4 'a-nd the
tr ativ e Offic er
Omega chapters in New England p lace, the Waterville Opera House.
Capt. Laurence Schulze - Inforand with representatives of the Na- Tickets go on sale to Subscribers on
mation Off.
tional Organization. On April 9, the
Monday, April .15 in the Spa.; sales
Capt. Brace Henkle - Inspector
freshmen entertained at a Hawaiian
begin
on
public
to
th
e
g
en
e
ral
Capt. Bruce Pritchard - Material
Party. They presented Lee Haskell
'
cro^
are
sold
Officer.
with a gift in appreci ation for her Thursday, April 18. Tiokets
f *rst s^rt
^or smart
'
^
'
^
ffli
f
fi
j
T
help as their pledge trainer. The 9 :30 to 3:30 and all seats are reCapt. William Hendrickson - Opco-eds
who
know that now's
JT^^otV ^
featuring
culture meeting sponsored by Chi served. Price of admission is $2.00. erations Officer
i
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RESOUNDING ECHOES
Continued from Page Fou r
the extra one and one half hours
for other than academic pursuits.
Nevertheless, there surely are some
women who would actually study in
the library during that time. Apparently, the college see's it self more
as a guardian of youth's morality
than as an educational institution.
The problem of deciding how the
college should regulate the lives of
its students in a large - part comes
down to two questions : Is the " college's first responsibility to tlie
moral or intellectual life of it's students ? How mxich ought the college
to interfere in the moral lives of the
students ? The answer ' to the first
question should be obvious. The college does , or at . least ought to , consider its educational role first , and
there should be conscious effort to
make sure that social regulations
interfere to a minimum with the
acad emic and intellectual demands
of the students.
The second question is more complicated. Perhaps the answer is that
the college ha's no concern at all
with the morality of its students.
That is the individual's own responsibil ity. On the other hand , the
college does have to look out for its
reputation. It cannot allow the actions, of its students to scare away
prospective applicants. Some colleges have adopted a "do as you
LOBSTER BAKE
On Friday, May 4, 1963 , Sigma
Kappa will again present their
delicious , deli ghtful feast (lobster bake for you plebians). The
food list will include lobsters ,
hotdo gs , sausage , clams , ice
cream , apple pie , coffee , tea (and
milk for youz airline hostesses),
potato chips (for you vegeta bles), wooden spoons , paper cups
and water. PS — there will be
a sligh t extra char ge for salt.
One person to a lobste r and all
the potato chi ps you can eat.
Price? $2 :50. Tickets available
from any lobster (Sigma Kappa
Have maroon coats — Chi O's
have red coats — Tri Delt' s have
green coats and A Pi' s have blue
coats — lobsters are red , Sigm a
Kappas are maroon , to get you
ticket , see one soon).

Celtic Lore
To Be
Presented

wish , as long as your action's do not
reflect unfavorably on the college"
policy. In any event , the college
must realize that it is dealing with
individuals old enough to 'have relatively well formed ideas and feeling's about thei r own res p onsibilit y,
and that those individuals are not
INTRODUCTIONS takes gre at
likely to significantly alter their pleasure in announcing the second
ideas or actions because' of rules or event it has sponsored this Spring :
"morality breakfast" .
A Festival of Celts. Readings selPSYCHOLOGY
Continued from Page Three
forms and chaperons are required
depts . at Colby.) Since there are
so many courses that can and ought
to be taught within a , Sociology
dept. the courses are alternated every other year. Such scheduling
causes many problems. In one year,
a student may be offered 8 semesters of courses he would like to
take but can 't fit into liis schedule ,
because of conflicts with other college requirements that must be
filled. The following year, he may
be% offered only 4 semesters that he
would like to take, leaving a gap
which cannot be filled by Sociology
courses.
Such scheduling also creates the
situation of mixing the Juniors
with the Seniors in every class. This
situation hampers both the .professors and the students , for the amount of backgr ound v aries wi th each

JI

|

One further criticism : if courses
such as family , and stratification
are to be offered , more enthusiasm
on the part of the instructor would
greatly improve the atmosphere and
increase the incentive on the part
of the sttident. Perhaps the material is too obvious and thus boring ;
in that case , why t each it?
On the whole, any drawbacks in
the Dept. are on the administrative
and scheduling level. However, the
content of the courses apd the quality o$ the instructors involved 'create a dynamic, creative and inter-r
estina major for the students.

o

for the Spring, The Celtic Festival ,
and another poetry reading scheduled for May 9, are evidenced by
which the idea of INTRODUCTIONS may be examined. Anyone
who wi shes to do anythin g within
the area of INTRODUCTIONS' activity is cordially welcome to do
so. Please consult Editor/Manager
Jerry Zientara , or one of the faculty advisors : John H. Sutherland,
Daniel F. /Kirk, Francis X, Mathews Kingsley H. Birge, W. Dale
Richey, Peter Westervelt, James M.
Carpenter , C. Abbott Meader, Ian
L. Robertson. Fiction, non-fiction,
woodcuts, photographs , and poetry
are being collected now for the second number of the portfolio.

SOROKIN
Pitirim

Sorokin of Harvard will

deliver his Ingraham lecture on Friday ApriJ 25, not on the 24th , as
erroneousl y reported in last week' s
ECHO.

f

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION , INC.

I

A Non-Profi t Educational Corp.

4 *

Coral Crossman. The po rtfo lio, of
which tw o numbe rs are sched uled

Att ention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN . Stu dents

-a Who need some FINANCIAL HELP in order to complete their education during

SI
1

student and explanation and Avork
can be slowed down.
The mixing of classes further extends the problem of integration in
sociological thinking.- Such an integrative orierita,tion would be possible were there courses j ust offered
on the 400 level. However, at the
moment , this is impossible.

ected from Celtic literature and
music will take place on Thursday,
April 24, and Friday, April 25, in
Smith Ij onnge, Runnals Union , at
4 P.M. Thursday' s selections ' will be
presented by Ian Robertson. Already
well-known for his activity in Fil m
Direction , Mr. Robertson has done
much to stimulate artistic effort at
Colby. His posters , which now adorn
many a dorm room , exemplify the
freshness of his approach to graphics , and to living in general. A
jolly Scot , Mr. Robertson will present a collection of Celtic ballads,
- - /, "• • ,
songs, and stories. '
The following day, Arra Garab
will read selections from the poetry
of William Butler Yeats. Mr. Garab, of the English Department,
needs no introduction to Colby students. The sensitivity he brings to
bear on Yeats' poe.t ry will undoubtedly make this a memorable , event.
At the festival will appear 'for the
first time INTRODUCTIONS. Costing merely fifty cents , this portfolio
con tains outstanding p oetr y and
woodcuts. Freewheeling in policy
and stalwart in ' guarding lofty standards , INTRODUCTIONS take as
its sphere of interest the finding
and . the making available in this
world of the Good , the Tru e, and
the Beautiful. In so doing, it has
already presented the very successful poetry reading given by Miss

this academic year and will then commence work g>

610 END1COTT BLDG ,, ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
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SPECIAL STUDENT-

FACULTY DISCOUNT

Now , vacationin g stude nts and
faculty members can enjoy sum mer
accommodations at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns , at specia l low rates !
Thanks to Sheraton 's Student I.D. or
Faculty Guest . Cards , you 'll have a.
better vacation this summer for less
money I Sheraton Hotels get straight
A'i k every departme nt: Comfort ,
convenience ,, and cuisine. And if
you're travelin g by car, there 's Free
Parking at most Sh eraton Hotels and
at all Sheraton Moto r Inns. Get these
discounts at any of Sheraton 's 80
hotels in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada by presenti ng yo ur Card. To
get i Sheraton I.D. card or Faculty
Guest Card wit h credit privile ges,
write us. Please state where you aro
a full timo facu lty memberorstu donL
Mr. Pntrtck Graon
Collage Rotations Dept.
Stioraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenu *
Boston 10, Mnas.

" Tareyton 's Dual Filler in duos partes divisa est! "

says Marcus (Ace) Severus , noted Roman natator. "After a plunge in the aqua , a Tare yton is the sine qua non for enjoyment ," says Ace. "Here 's the flavor arao- ^cgustibus y ou never thought y ou'd get fro m any f ilter
x
cigarette. " Keep a pack hand y — tecum wherever you go. nF>»^
|
^
^
*
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Dual f ilter makes the difference i)
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GIT READY

LETTER TO EDITOR

Continued from Page Three
$2. 00 per couple. Course each gal
will make her man a corsage, and
once he is trapped in the building,
Marryin' Sam Bill Bryan will be on
hand with legal marryin' licenses
and genuine brass weddin' rings.
The members of Delta Delta Delta
will sponsor this whole affair and
all proceeds that they get go toward
a competetive scholarship which
they give to worthy women students
in the spring.
All you women folks take notice
of this — your one chance to catch
that special man in Dogpatch,. and
you gents — you can throw away
your money bags because you won't
need 'em Sadie Hawkins Day.

Continued from Page Two
great deal on Maine citizens reminding their representatives that fundamental fairness demands passage
of this bill. In light of these facts,
in behalf of the Colby Northern Student Movement, I urge all Maine
citizens to again contact their legislators to persuade them of the necessity of this legislation. The bill
and a list of representatives by
counties is posted outside the Spa.
Gail Koch

i
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DIAMBRI'S

ANABASIS

- -

i

Continued from Page Four
interest and controversy and so
long as this controversy exists there
is chance for change, improvement
and most important, continuation Of
the publication and growth to a
larger format, circulation and number of issues per year.
Buy it at the bookstore and make
your own judgm ent.
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FINE FOOD FOR
COLBY STUDENTS
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SHOE STORE

FREE DELIVERY
FOR GOD AND
FOR COLBY STUDENTS
tn
_
Waterville Across From
Chez Paree
TR 3-4372
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SCOTTY'S PIZZA
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"Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "
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come. Open hearings will be held

SERVICE AND

Between Waterville and pair-f ield
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE A THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
GIFT SHOP ¦ COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EAC H UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
Tel. 453-7318
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Waterville, Maine

President Schoeman has announced that all suggestions for
constitutional revisions are wel-
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STUDIO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
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Joint awards are available for study
in Bolivia , Brazil, Chile, Columbia,
Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador , Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama , Peru, Poland Rumania, and
^
Venezuela. Travel-only grants are
intended to supplement maintenance and tuition scholarships received from a university, a private
donor, or a foreign government.
Travel-only awards are available for
study in Austria, Brazil, Denmark,
France, Germany, Israel, Italy, and
the Netherlands.
The Institute calls special attention to the opportunities available
in Ceylon, Iceland , Iran, Pakistan,
Poland , Rumania, Turkey, and the
United Arab Republic. Special opportunities are also available to
graduate students who are inter-

i r ' **»" "l " v "* ~ '1

ii If

_ L '

There are three types of award's :
U.S. government travel-only grants,
U.S. government full grants, and
joint u>S. - other government
grants. Full grants provide roundtrip transportation, tuition , books
and maintenance for study in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Finland, France, Germany (Federal
Republic of) , Ghana, Greece, Guatem ala, Iceland, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico,
Nepal, the Netherlands, New Zealand, - Norway, Pakistan, Peru, the
Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, United Arab Republic,
arid the United Kingdom. A joint
U.S.-other government grant is offered cooperatively By the U.S. government ("which provides travel) and
a foreign government (which provides tuition and maintenance).
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More than 800 United States government awards will be available
to qualified American graduate students for study or research in any
of 49 countries during the 1964-65 academic year. The graduate fellowships available tinder the Fulbright-Hayes Act of 1961, are administered by the Institute of International Education as part of the
educational exchange program of the department of State.
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Graduate Awards
For Foreign Study

ested in teaching English as a foreign language at universities in India, and to those interested in
teaching American language and
literature, history, philosophy or law
at Italian, universities , -\
General eligibility requirements
for all types o'f grants are : U.S.
citizenship (at the time of application), a bachelor's degree or it's
equivalent before tie beginning date
of the grant, language proficiency,
sufficient to carry out the proposed
study project and for general communication, and good health. A
good academic record and demonstrated capacity for independent
study are also necessary. Preference
is given to applicants under 35
years of age who have not previously lived or studied abroad.
•Students now enrolled in a college
or university should consult their
campus ITulbrigh't Program Advisor
about applying for tlie 1964-65 scholarship's. All others may secure information and applications from the
counseling division of the Institute
of International Education, 800 Second Avenue, New York 17, New
York ; or to any of IIE's regional
offices. All requests for application
forms must be postmarked by October 15, 1963. At-large applicants
must submit their completed applications to the campus Fulbright
Adviser by the respective campus
closing date.
Since the academic year 1948-49,
approximately
12,000 American
graduate students have studied
abroad under the programs which,
are now covered by the new Fulbright-Hays Act. The Institute of
International Education seeks to encourage through programs of international educational exchange. HE
administrators exchange programs
between the U.S. and more than
100 other countries which annually
involves , approximately 6,000 students, scholars, leaders and specialists. .
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188 - 188 Main Streut
Qlvas The Colby Btudant
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SHOE REP AIRING & DYEING ;
Qua lity Service - 1 Hour Servlo e For your oonvenlenoo wi ll doilver ;

MU LE KICKS
by Morg Mc Ginley
There is still much snow in the Maine woods, but Colby's ambitious baseball and football squads are paying no heed to it. The Mule
nine are swinging through Massachusetts and Connecticut this weekend for a four game slate with Williams, Trinity and Springfield, and
football hopefuls are engaging in spring drills on the now dry Seaverns Field.
But keep your fingers crossed. The usual torrents of springtime have
not as- yet descended on Mayfl ower Hill,"and it would certainly be a
boon to the diamond arid pigskin causes if the rains held to a minimum. Whether or not they do, might , in particular, very well make
or break the Winkin forces this year.
;
. We say this because of the club's rather disappointing performance
on the southern trip, and because of several question marks on the
southern tri p, and because of several c
squad. Colby compiled a lopsid ed , losing record down south , but the
Mules played better than the results would indicate, For example,
they got several encouraging pitching performances, notabl y from
Doug Mulcahy and Ken Stone, and they, hit for better power than
Coach Winkin might have expected. (The small but talented Bobby
Glennon had two homers, as did Dick Bonalewicz. The team hit five
circuit clouts.) However hopeful these reports appear, the minus .tallies overshadow them. Notably, the overall pit ching was n ot what it
will have to be if the Mules are to win a majority of their games this
year, and the fielding was ragged.
Should the Mules be confined to Wadsworth for other than a brief
period of time in the days to come, it yill hur t them most in the two
ar eas in which they have appeared to be weakest — pitching and the
•
/
infield.
Pitchers find drastically different conditions outdoors. Cold, heat,
dampness — all have a marked effect on a moundsman. A forced
enclosure followed by the tense condition of competition outdoors demands a transition that is difficult for the average hurler to make.
Then too, sore arms are easy acquisitions when one is away from the
con sistently warm temperatures of the gym.
And as far as the infielder's are concerned , the story should be obvious. An artificial, indoor diamond is nothing like the one on Coombs
Field. If rains frequentl y hammer the playing field , it becomes difficult for the fielders to judge how fast a batted ball will travel along
the ground, and what kind of hop it will take.
In short , Coach Winkin puts not a little stock in how much outside
work his team gets. What's good for the farmer is the Worst of news
for Colby baseball.
Rain is also an immediate concern for John Simpson , although
its ramifications ih his case are not as serious as are those for Coach
Winkin. Simpson presently is completing a two-week drill with aspirants for the 1963' football tean_t, which culminates Saturday with
an intra-squad game.
The chief function of this spring drill is to allow the coaching staff
to work with individual ballplayers. Simpson and his assistants Ken
Weinbel and Charlie Holt can teach basics to the younger, less experienced candidates, and concentrate on details with the veterans.
The spring session is a workshop, a clinic conducted 1 on a highl y personal basis, and the coaches have the time to give attention to each
participant.
The number of spring candidates (45) must tend to offset the grief
Simpson felt at the loss of 240 lb. tackle Norm Dukes, ai)d the doubtful condition of Ted Malley, Dick Aube and Al Graceffa , all of whom
had recent leg operations, and on whoin Coach Simpson had hoped
to depend. Malley, a junior , is a good defensive player , being a strong
tackier, and provides an extra halfback for Simpson to employ in the
Mule attack. He has reasonably good speed to the outside, and can
run inside as well.
Aube is a highly publicized f reshman half back , who as yet has not
performed in a Colby uniform. The high school scoring champion in
Connecticut two years ago, and a standout performer at New Hampton Prep last year, Aube missed the few games the freshmen played
this year because of a troublesome injury. The Torrington native has
good speed and is reputed to be a powerful , driving runner. If Malley
and Aube are available to team with Pete Wagner, Herb O'Neill,
and Bing Beeson , the Mules will be deep in power and speed. The
problem is, of course, all of the above performers have ha dleg injuries in the past, and the Mule backfield may be operating near the
razor's ed ge come the '63 season,
Continued on Pago Nino
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Colhy Nine Storms
[Ft. Lee on Road Trip

Badminton Team
Wins Honors In
Championships

by Morg McGlnley
Colby College's Badminton team
has "won honors in the Eastern Collegiate Badminton .Ghampionscips
held' March 29, 30, 31, at the University of Bridgeport. "With 14
schools competing, Colhy took
eighth place, a respectable,, position
when-- you consider that Colby 's
"t eam " consisted o'f one man —
Jack Lockwood.
Jack , a junior from Wilmington ,
Delaware, managed -fco win one
event and reach the semi-finals in
two others. Playing vrith Tony Ko
of Springfield , Lockwood was seeded
first in doubles and . fulfilled the
ranking, winning the first Eastern
Tntercollegiate Doubles Championship . In the Men"s Singles Lockwood
lost in tho Semifinals to the eventual winner , Jim Lynch of Buffalo
State. The Mixed Doubles saw
Lockwood teamed with Barbara
Thomas of Central Connecticut.
Similarly in this contest , Lockwood
and his partner reached the Semifinals before losing to> the eventual
winners , Jim Lynch and Faith Fenniss of Buffalo State and University
of Maryland , respectively.
The University , of Bridgeport ,
which was host school, shared the
team trophy with the University of
Maryland.
The participating schools were :
MIT, Yale , Wesleyan, Wellesley,
Middlebury, Pembroke, University
of Bridgeport, Springfield College,
University of Maryland, Buffalo
State, Adelphi, Bradford Jr. College, Central Connecticut State,
Colby Jr., Framingh'am State, Hunter College, Southern Connecticut,
University of Connecticut, and Col-

V-

The Colby Badminton Club, •which
meets Thursday evenings at 7 :00,
is always ready to welcome new
imembers. Those interested should
icontact President Jim _Foxman, '65.

Colby Skiers

Overlook Their
Own Slope

by Don Springer
The surprisingly enthusiastic response to the recent; informal ski
meet at tlie Colby ski slope seemis
to tell the story of skiing interest at
Colby. The slope which Colby owns
is , obviously a facility which could
obtain more use than any other recreation or sports facility at tho college.
The students no longer havo timo
to build and operate their own area
as the pressures of -studies have increased greatly ih the p'ost-G. .1.
period. In contrast, the interest in
recreational and racing skiing has
increased manyfold "both among college st.id«nto% and' Tift-tervillo area
residenti), particularly toonagerfe;
Tho slope* near the campus would
not bo intended to replace tlie major aroa_, but, rather, to servo »8
a beginner's practice slope and a
technique praotioo area for Colby
racers an woll as an afternoon and
evening recreation urea for all 8tudfihts.
Tho present look of facilities has
led to rolativo disuso of those slope's
in tho p«Bt fow yours. The Colby
Outing Club hatt eletvrod tlio prosont
slopes recently and has opone'd up
a new lifo lino with tho help of
Building and Grounds Department,
who havo also " plowed the Slope
.Road an'd parking area after each
storm. To comploto the aroa, a now
'functional , tow or lift, base lodge,
and lipjh'fcf. aro necessary. A praotioo
jump and cross country course would
holp tho racers maintain form and
condition,
Thoso in control, particularly tho
Board of Tru stoo's , soom to recognize and favor the in't orost in skiContinued on. Page Nino
i

On Friday,March 30, Coach John Winkin left Colby with 17 ball-

players iof the annual Southern swing, in ' which nirfe- exhibition games
and one regular season game would be played. On Monday, April 9,
Coach Winkin and his seventeen followers- returned with sun tans
and: nine losses to their credit.
The only game the Mules won was the, very first one, an 8-4 victory over Ft. Lee of Petersburg, paced the Mules. Glennan had three
Va. Ken Stone and Dack Bonalew- hits, including a homer, and Join
icz toiled five and t_bree ' innings Kreideweis had three hits. Mike
respectively, and gave up only a Knox and Charlie Carey each had
single run apiece. Dave Lowell two.
worked the ninth and yielded a two- The Mules then traveled to Durrun homer to Ft. Lee's Chapin. ham , N. C, for two games with
John Kreidewiesis' homer was the Duke, Coach Winkin 's alma mater.
big blow in the balanced Colby off- The Mules were easily handled by
ense.
the Blue Devils, 6-2 and 15-1. On
The next day, the Mules were Wednesday, Jim West went the
nipped; 11-10, in thirteen innings, route , for Duke, gave up just six
by the same Ft. Lee squad . Bruce hits , and shut out the Mule's until
Lippincott and John Wilson were the ninth. Duke jumped on Ken
hit hard in the seven innings^ tmey Stone for four tallies in the Openworked as they gave u-p 10 runs be- ing frame. Two Colby errors, intween them. Gary Ross came on, cluding a muffed double play ball ,
and slammed the door, until the aided the Blue Devils substantially.
13th, when a catcher's interference, Colby 's only tally came on singles
a st olen base and a ~ba.se hit (the by Ken Reed and Bill Leighton and
only one yielded by Ross) gave Ft. a triple by Paul Brown.
On Thursday, Lippincott , Wilson
Lee the victory. Billy Leighton ,
Mule shortstop, had four hits , Char- and Oberg were raked for sevenlie Carey tliree, and Bruce Wald- teen singles and fifteen runs by the
man and John Kreideweis two each. Blue Devils, while Duke hurler Dick
Dick Bonalewicz had & sole homer. Stallings gave the Mules only seven j
The Mulete then moved on to Wins- singles and a single run. Duke j
ton-Salem, where they dropped a scored four in the fourth and seven
trio to Wake Forest. Oh Monday, big runs in the fifth frame.
The Mules then lost a 9-8 heartthe Deacons took advantage of six
breaker
in fifteen inning's to WilColby miscues to scorer five unearned
mington
College. The winning run
runs for a 6-4 victory. Doug Mulcame
as
a
result of John Wilson's
cah ey pitched the firs-t five innings
wild
pitch
in the fifteenth. Gary
and suffered the loss. Oberg was
Ross
worked
ten innings and yieldtouched for only a single marker
runs.
Oberg and Mulcahey
ed
eight
in his three innings of reliOf. Bob
also
preceded
Wilson to the hill.
Glennan, Mnle captain and. second
The
Mules
hit
well
and built' up an
baseman, collected two hits, including a two-rim homer. Ken Reed early lead, but Jim Ware came on
also had two hits for the MJules. in the sixth to blank the Mules
1
The Deacon's All-American center- the rest o'f the way. Colby lost its
fielder Bill Scripture also had one chance for the win in the ninth
for the circuit. Hal Howard, lean when a double play grounder sliplefty, toiled 8 2-3 innings for Wake ped through the infield , arid th«
Forest, but when Colby- jammed tying run scored.
The final exhibition loss came at
the sacks in. the ninth, he was lifted
phe
hands of the Camp Lejeune
for Ralph Manty, t.ho came on to
6-3. The Marines tagged
Marines,
1
strike out Bob Glennan arid save
Dave
Lowell
and
Bruce Lippincott
the victory.
in the
eighth inning
^or four runs
In the doubleheader the following
for the come-from^behind victory.
day, the Mules collected 26 hits , but Dick Westendick's two-run blast
the pitching and . fielding left some- sent Lowell to the showers and
thing to be desired , as the Deacons
Lippincott was touched for two inromped 18-6 in tho opened and talsurance markers.. The Mule's scored
lied two late runs to win 8-6 in an their three runs in tho second ineigKt-inning nightcap; Bonalewiczj ning on singles by Carey, KreideWilson and Jay Gronlundi were
weis, and Bill Cottle, atnd' Ken
bombed 1 by the opponents ' bats in
Reed's triple. Herrington ; and Hall
the first game : they surrendered
shut out the Mules on two. hits over
17 hits and 18 runs. Fbur Mule er- ithe final seven innings.
'
rors aided the' Deacon cause. Bill The official season opened on
MonPerdue went all the way for "Wake d_y,
April 9j at ' New Haven, arid
Forest. He gave- up three ran»< in things wero no different, as Yale
the sixth and thrqe in the ninth,
landed! Colby a 4-1 defeat. The Eli' s
but his: teammates' explosions well
Kelly pitched: o fine game, as he
covered His flaws.
gave the- Mules only throe singles.
Scripture was a one-man fchowv Ken Stone gave up tho four Mulo
as he hit two four-baggersy a triple; runs and absorbed the loss.
a. double , walked twice; drove ,m
six runs , and scored lour himself. ' Bill Hildebrand, Yale first baseBruce Waldman had three' liitsi for man,- hadi two hits and accounted
his misColby, while Paul _Brown > Krbide- for three runs. In the fifth,
judged
fly
ball
went
for
a
triplo,
veis and Mulcahey' eaoh had ai. pair.
and poored the go-ahead run. In
In the second gamo, Woko Forest, ¦ tho,sixth; his bases loaded sing le
scored two runs! off Bruce Lippin- .gave tho EWs a two-run margin.
cott in the seventh inning' to- break;
-Charlie Carey 's' sin'glo, a walk to
a 6-6 tie. Dave Lowoll had pitched ;
ty|aldman, a fielders oli'oiqe, and an
tho first six innings and given up error accounted for the Hulo's only
six runs , only ono of whioh was
¦.
run.
earned. Lowell's own throwing error
fielding
in tho socond inning led to four, o'f ' Ihe erratio . pitching and
tluB
undoing
on
¦spelled
Mule
tho
'
's|
tho unearned runs. Waldrrian , with
Continued On Page, Nino
ft throo - run . homer and a single,
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5:30 -;8:00
$1.50
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MULE KICKS
i shortage during the season, is the
talk again. This time, unfortunateContinued from Page Eight
Another boy caught in the win- ly, it is plaguing before the season
ter rush to the operating table was even begins.
Al Graceffa. Al has been a number
COLBY NINE
one reserve, for the past two ,years,
Continued from Page Eight
and could be a starter this fall if
. . .'If the leg holds up, Al Bays, year's trip. It must be remembered
he'll be out for .ball in September, that the Mules were well behind
and provided nothing serious hap- their opponents in practice time and
pens the leg should be all right.
the hot weather was not always
That" is the Situation as It stands, beneficial to the Maine ballplayers.
lor Mule fooiJball. The problem of The hitting was good for the most
injuries, which make's for a drastics part. Bob Glennan, Bruce Waldman,
,—
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WHIPPEr S PIZZA -

—

AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

FREE DELIVERY

I

AT A NY TIME
FOR 8 ORDERS.
Waterville
—
3-4812
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Associ ation of Private Camps — Dept. C
Mttcw.R M. Alexander, Exeevfnra Director
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Personnel managers and executives recognize Berke
classes:
ley School graduates. Special twoan(f one ">'ear secretarial courses can prepare
you for topndlch positions.
faculty provides individual
^ distinguished
guidance. Free, lifetime Placement Service.
February, July and September.
New
For a catalo g, write the Assistant Director.

Tel. 2-9826
¦

420 Lexington Avenue,New York 17,New York MU 5-3418
'White Plains, Hew York
WH 8-6466
122 Maple Avenue,
OR 3-1Z46
22 Prospect Street,East Orange, New Jersey
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ATTEND SUMMER SESSIONS at . the UNIV. of 'M/WNC
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Ase Improvesboth the inherent
'. . colorings of India madras,
which;mellow through'
V
V:
.
^ tvasWetgas, and the pure
simplicity of tlie village* . I
diirtdrcsa.Like all classic*,
• • ; their intrirtsicexcellence gtows
ateadily-.. time Will dttljT
deepth yonr plcasunj ih'ttieniu
Authentic bleeding' madras
!
;
now available in unusual
pattcrrt niutaUon8.Siz<i3 6to l6.
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Combine summer stud y and recreation in tha shore resorts , and mountains. Excellent oppor'
stimufatirt g:climate of one of our cou ntry 's finest tunity for teachers and undergraduates to earn
vacation regions. Graduate and under graduate colle ge credits during summer vacation.
. ;< i
programs at Orono and Portland. Outstanding w n we wrev eiiiiueb _...inu im iae_
v
faculty with nationally known visitin g lecturers. TWELVE-WEEK SUMMER SESSION IN 1963
j
Conferences , institutes , workshops , assemblies THREE-WEEK SESSION, June 17— July 5
:0 \
• ^$$&- . !
and tours. Special programs of recreation and . SIX-WEEK SESSION, Juf /S—Aug. 36
tntertalnmen t. Enjoy Maine's famous lakes; sea* THREE-WEEK SESSION, Aug. 19 — Sept. 6
'ff$ >':
For detailed inform atio n write to:
,
^#C
' -r
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS, Box 2B. University of Malfa Oronb; M*.
^ .y
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PIZZAS and SUBS
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BOB-IN
RES TAURANT

I:

Ntw York 36, N.V.HJi

5-269S,

~

HARTS

Tailors ,

S

l i e ... comprising 350 ouisiamding Beyi, Girls. Brother-Sister
. m and Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the N«nr EngUad, Mid*
j $ die Atlantic States and Canada,
m ./.IHVITESYOra INQUIRIEScoacer_dta^
, GHmeral C^Kaaelori.
M Ccwusoloxs,Gro«p I^dew. Specialtfes
Write , Phone, or CaR in Person
m
nfi. S4r**T>
|^ 55Wwt4 -.
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ITHE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

8

'. _.___.

Cleaners & Dyers
Repairin g and Alterations
I on Ladies' arid Men' s Garments
22 Main Street
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COLBY SKIERS

Continued from Page Eight
ing at Colby. However, the majority of the administration and faculty members, including ' the physical
education department, have little
knowledge of the sport. Hopefully,
the administration will take proper
steps to promote skiing here at Oolby, a.nd to seek a practical lift facility on our own slope.
_*

I GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

§

John Eriedeweis, and Charlie Carey
all hit well enough through most
of the trip.
The Mules are now in the midst of
a three-game trip, during wliich
they play Springfield , Williams and
Trinity. Things will get better,' and
all should be looking forward to the
home opener on Wednesday.
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At last ,somebody has butt oned down the porte d; coHar
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SECRETARIAL

BOSTON 16,MASS. . 21 Marlborough Street
NEW YORK If, fV. V*. ... ZOO Patk AveiHie
MONTCLAIR, H. J. . . . 33 Plymouth Street
PROVIDENCE 6.R. .
I . . . I5S Angell Street
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3 Speed Racing Hits
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"SPEED CRAZY"
"HOT ROD RUMBLE"

i

INCLUSIVE
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"HOT ROD GIRL"

S TRAVEL & CULTURAL EXCHANGE , INC. Dept C (J?^ |f& |^
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Winner of 2 Academy Awards
"THE MIRACLE WORKER "
with
Anne Bancroft and Patty Duke
- also
Norn , for 2 Academ y Awards
Frank Sinatra , Lawrence Harvey
and Janet Leigh
'n
"The Manchuria n Candidate "
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made in Italy by FABIANO ^

Handmade Imported Bools for the Outdoor Man and Woman.. .
.

For Men or Women.
Suede Rock Climb lrfg ond

STYLE

^^^ *^__s

A d tf k

* ,T L t #* JG ' ^
Hiking Boot
Leather
j f e_-~J_ m
lined,Padded Quarter and
'&<&£^ix *sk.
Tongue,Vibram lug soles.
_ , ' 'J
' $G&k& a'*!
t*
Men's N and L—6 to 12
i
f
l
^
H
l
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{Cocoa Brown only). Ladies
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^£'^&4$&M&
M—5 toll in these Fashion
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Colors: #4364 — Cocoa
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Brown, #4361 — Green,
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#4362- Red, #4365 ~
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SUMMER JOBS
Send now for list of 1000 Summer employers . Camps , Hotels ,
U.S., Canada , Mexico. S1.0O to
STANLEY ASSOCS.
Box 2144, Phila. 3, Pa.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Transatlantic Transportation Available
||
^
Tl
i
<| Travel Arran gemen ts Made For Independent ftp %S! ^sn ^ »
I euhq£ >N
|, Groups On Request At Reasonable Prices
j l *,

J 501 Fifth Ave. • N. Y. 17. N. Y. • 0X 7-4129
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'i / 5l (Some tours includa an exerting. vieSt to Israel)
\>
^
i x -*$& M The fabulous , long-established Tours that include
fl r^^ 'I
many unique featur es: live several days with a "^
<
^ jfi >
( ' a^SJ H French family — special opportunities to
make Njjy gry
/4f%_§_W
.
I _0m_ v>^J friends abroad, special cultural events , evening f/ S S a ^ K *
i \ ^ $Rentertainment , meet student s from all over the wo rld. f/wSf i ] l
('
Trave l by Deluxe Motor Coach.
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KAT HARI N E G IBBS
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EUROPEAN STUDENT TOURS I
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Employers prefer college girts
Employers prefer girls with
Gibbs training
Employers
prefer Gfbbs•
0 •
trained college girls
SPECIAL 8V2-MONTH COURSE
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN
; Write College Dean for
GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK

Once Again — The Famous TCE

i

Write for. Free Brochure.

FABIANO SHOE CO., INC.
Dept. CE , South Station
Boston 10, Mass.
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FILLING A WELL-NEEDED GAP
Although my son is a college freshman , I am glad to say that
he is still not too old to climb up on my lap and have a heartto-heart talk when things are troubling him. My boy is enrolled
at Harvard where he is studying to be a fireman. Erorri the
time he was a little tiny baby he always said he wanted to be
a fireman. Of course, my wife and I believed that he would
eventually grow out of it-, but no sir, the little chap never
¦wavered in his ambition for one minute !
So here he is at Harvard today taking courses in net holding,
mouth-to-mouth breathing, carbon-tetrachloride, and DaIrha-:
tian dogs. It is a full schedule for the young man, and that, in
fact, is exactly what we talked about when last he climbed.
upon my Lap.
He complained that every bit of his tune is taken up with his
major requirements. He doesn't have so much as one hour a
week to sample any of the fascinating courses outside his major
—history, literature, language, science, or any of the thousand
and one things that appeal to his keen young mind.
I am sure that many of you find yourselves in the same
scholastic bind; you are taking so many requirements that you
can't find time for some appealing eleetives. Therefore, in today's column I will forego levity and give you a brief survey in
a subject that is probably not included in your curriculum.
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Kick up your heels in the new Adler Shape-Up cotton
sock. Nothing gets it down. The indomitable Shape-Up
leg stays up and up and up in plain white,white with tennis a "_T\T Yp l f l ^
stripes, or solid colors. No matter how much you whoop y \ I J 1 J I ^j l\
-it up. In the air, her Shapette, 6*9& his Shape-Up, 85$; t»m mhxr companv, oihoimhati m, omo
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I have asked the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes whether I
might employ this column—normally a vehicle for innocent
merriment—to pursue this serious ehd. "Of course 'you may,
crazy kid," they replied ldndlily, their grey eyes crinkling at
the corners, their manly mouths twisted in funny little] grins.
If you are a Marlboro smoker—and what intelligent human
person is not?—you .would expect the makers of Marlboro to
be fine men. And so they are—wonderful guys, every man-jack
of them—good, generous, understanding, wise. They are each
tipped with a pure white filter and come in soft pack or FlipTop box.
But I digress. We were going to take up a topic you are
probably unable to cover in your busy acadejn io life. Let us
start with the most basic topic of all—anthropology, the study
of i inan himself. **
Man is usually defined as a tool-making animal, but I personally do not find this definition entirely satisfactory. Man is
not the only.species which makes tools. The simian., for ex,
ample, make monkey wrenches.
Still , when you come to a really complicated tool—like a
linotype, for instance—you can be fairly sure it was made by
Homo sapiens—or else a very intelligent tiger. The question one (
should ask, therefore, is not w/w made the tool, but what did
he do with it.
For example, in a-recent excavation in the Olduvai Gorge a ,
large assortment of hominoid fossils was found, all dating back
to the Middle Pleistocene Agej . Buried wi;th the fossils was'a
number of their ;ajtifaqts , the most interesting being a black
metal box which ( omitted,, a steady beeping sound. Now, of
course, zoologists Vrill tell you that tree frogs make suoh boxes
which thoy employ in their mating activities (I can't go into
detail about it m this family hewspapor) but the eminent anthropological team, Mr. and Mrs. Whither Sigafoos (both 1 he
ond sho are named Walther) were con.viaced.that this particular
box was made hot by.troo frojjs but by Neanderthal men. To
prove thoir point, thoy switched on the box ,aad out came
television, whioli, as everyone knows, was the forerunnerof fi ro,
If thoro is anything moro you neod to know* about anthropology, just olimb up on my lap ,aa soon as my eon leaves.
*

*
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Tlio makers of Marlboro Cigarettes who sponsor thtscolunui, often
with trepidation, are not anthropologists. Thoy are tobacconists—
good ones, I think—and I think you'll think so too "when you sample
their wares—aTflllablo wherever cigarettes are pold In «U mtf
' - ' ' .'
states. ";¦ . ' :' ¦
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